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1. NOMENCLATURE 

VIII CONSINTER International Law Symposium 2021 – Online Edition — Universitat 

de Barcelona – October 18 to 22, 2021 

 

2. PRESENTATION 

The sense of purpose of CONSINTER is promoting individual autonomy to which, 

constructively and inclusively, the individual may improve his/her own fate, as well as 

the society’s destiny in general. The object of these lines is to extend an open invitation 

for a large international online event in which participants may submit their unpublished 

scientific contributions orally, appraising their Publication, both in Europe and in Brazil, 

in accordance with the event rules. In this way, effective instruments will be a boost for 

knowledge democratization, interaction among people, and improvement consolidation. 

 

The sum of contributions from different legal cultures will allow the overcoming of the 

current limitations imposed by geography and the economy. Thus, all coordinated efforts 

are welcomely aimed at the academic formation of reflective individuals, committed to 

values and principles to which the contemporary civilization aspires for. 

3. ON THE SYMPOSIUM 

The CONSINTER International Law Symposium will present lectures of national and 

international Professors and shall have only working groups with an oral scientific article 

online. 

CONSINTER serves as a meeting place for the post-graduate students (masters and Ph.D.) 

and researchers, where they can discuss the results of their work, as well as exchanging 

knowledge and experience. It is an exceptional opportunity for presentation and 

Publication of unpublished scientific studies. 
 

The referred communication means are Revista Internacional CONSINTER de Direito, 

with ISSN and DOI number and CONSINTER Book Direito e Justiça with three different 

ISBNs: European, Brazilian, and Digital. 

NOTE: The journal Revista Internacional CONSINTER de Direito is indexed on national 

and international databases, such as: 

• Scielo Portugal (in process of 

inclusion) 

• Google Scholar 

• Latindex 

• Diadori 

• Sumários.org 

• REDIB 

• CAPES 

• DOAJ 

• LivRe 

• Cite Factor 

• Tribunal Superior Eleitoral 

• Rede Virtual de Bibliotecas 

Integradas (RVBI) 

• Membro da Crossref 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

The full access to published papers is free. Click here and see all previous Editions 

https://revistaconsinter.com/en/edicoes-anteriores/ 

 

Papers from all areas of law shall be accepted, according to the following classification: 

A  COMMON, COLLECTIVE AND INDIVIDUAL HOMOGENEOUS RIGHTS: 

a1 - Environmental Law, Urban Law, Agrarian Law, Mining Law; 

a.2 – Child and Adolescent Law; 
a.3 – Consumer Law; 

a.4 – Elderly Law; 

a.5 – Disable People Law; 

a.6 – Law and New Technologies (Digital); 

a.7 – Law and Geopolitical and Multi-Disciplinary Theories; 

a.8 – Law, Education, Teaching, Research and Legal Methodologies; 

a.9 – Fundamental Human Rights, Democracy and Citizenship; 

a.10 – Rights, Gender and Social Movements; 

a.11 – Philosophy of Law; 

a.12 – Legal Hermeneutics; 

a.13 – History of Law, Anthropology of Law, Sociology of Law and Legal Culture. 

a.14 – Sustainability 

B  PUBLIC LAW: 

b.1 – Judicial Administration and Access to Justice; 

b.2 – Criminology, Criminal Law and Criminal Procedure; 

b.3 – Diplomacy 

b.4 – Administrative Law and Administrative Procedure; 

b.5 – Constitutional Law; 

b.6 – Economic and Financial Law; 

b.7 – Electoral Law and Electoral Process; 

b.8 – Military Law; 

b.9 – Welfare Law and Welfare Process; 

b.10 – Tax Law and Tax Process; and 

b.11 – Restorative Justice. 

C PRIVATE LAW: 

c.1 – Customs Law, Maritime Law and Port Law; 

c.2 – Civil Law and Civil Procedure; 

c.3 – Commercial Law and Electronic Commerce Law; 

c.4 – Sports Law; 

c.5 – Entertainment Law; 

https://revistaconsinter.com/en/edicoes-anteriores/


 

c.6 – Business Law, Foreign Trade and Social Responsibility; 

c.7 – Family Law; 

c.8 – Real Estate Law; 

c.10 – Medical Law and Biolaw; 

c.11 – Labor Law and Labor Process; 

c.12 – Copyright, Intellectual Property, Records, Trademarks and Patents; 

c.13 – Alternative Methods of Conflict Resolution: Mediation, Conciliation and Arbitration. 

D INTERNATIONAL LAW: 

4. PLACE AND DATE OF THE SYMPOSIUM 

Place: The online presentation platform shall be established later. 

Date:  The date is scheduled from October 18 to 22, 2021. 

5. TARGET AUDIENCE 

Post-graduate Students and Professors (both, Lato Sensu - specialization - and Stricto 

Sensu in master’s and doctoral degrees); Specialists, Masters, Doctors, Researchers, 

University Professors, Judges, Representatives of the Prosecution Office, Lawyers, and 

other professionals of the legal career can submit their articles, and, in general, people 

who are engaged, in the professional scope, in any fields or subjects of Law, and are 

interested in showing their original scientific studies on any of the themes proposed. 
 

The articles can be sent according to the following curricular requirements: 

• Lato Sensu Postgraduate Students (specializing and specialists). 

• Stricto Sensu Postgraduate Students (Master's and Ph.D. students). 

• Masters, Ph.D.s, and Post-Docs: 

 

The main criterion for publication in the CONSINTER International Law Journal is the 

author having a Ph.D. title. If he does not have it, his article will be evaluated in the same 

way and, if approved by the CONSINTER Council, it shall be published in the book Law 

and Justice. 

 

Observing CONSINTER's basic premise of supporting and promoting scientific and 

academic production, it is essential to inform that all articles registered, paid for, and 

originated following the target audience described in this item 4 heading, shall be 

accepted for analysis and possible publication. 

 

6. DISSEMINATION OF THE LEGAL INVESTIGATION ON THE 

CONSINTER INTERNATIONAL LAW SYMPOSIUM AND 

PUBLICATION RIGHTS OF THE ARTICLES 

Observing the scenario that imposes great difficulties to those interested in publishing 

their studies and investigation work, CONSINTER comes up to contribute to the diffusion 

of academic studies, publishing them, facilitating their dissemination, in addition to 

fostering an investigative formation of excellence, and the transfer of knowledge from 

universities to society. 



 

 

The articles will be subjected to a selection and approval process by the Editorial Board 

of CONSINTER, meeting criteria of scientific quality, being the analysis carried out in 

the double-blind review system, according to the requirements by the national and 

international institutions and agencies of investigation and teaching that evaluate the 

investigating activity of Post-Graduation. 

 

Thus, besides allowing visibility to scientific production in official publications of the 

CONSINTER, the applicants will gain: 

a) The Publication of their scientific article, as long as it has been approved by 
CONSINTER Editorial Board. 

b) The opportunity to present their scientific article orally in a virtual environment 

during the online event, as long as it is approved by the CONSINTER’s Body of 

Consultants. 

c) The possibility of receiving an International certification without the need for 

physical traveling, virtually crossing international borders. 

d) The opportunity to spread their scientific study on a virtual environment between 

meeting rooms and social networks, reaching a more significant number of 

spectators internationally. 

e) The possibility of indexing their article on the JuruáDocs Platform. 

f) The possibility to expand their network of contacts with persons of high scientific 
and academic level. 

g) The opportunity to seek scientific knowledge transfer, which will contribute to the 
recognition of investigative activity and international scientific cooperation. 

7. INFORMATION 

All texts will be evaluated by the double-blind review system, respecting the authors’ 

anonymity. 

 

At the sovereign criterion by the CONSINTER Editorial Board, some articles will be 

selected to be published in the periodic edition of the journal Revista Internacional 

CONSINTER de Direito, with the respective ISSN. This Publication will have two 

versions in Portugal, being one printed, and the other one digital. 

 

The articles that have not been selected to the journal Revista Internacional CONSINTER 

de Direito, but which have been approved by the Editorial Board, will be published in the 

official book of CONSINTER Direito e Justiça, with ISBN register. This Publication will 

have three editions: one printed in Portugal, and two editions in Brazil (one digital and 

the other one printed). 

 

The approved articles can be presented orally in the “CONSINTER International de 

Direito CONSINTER”, by the author or one of the co-authors, with a fixed time, to be 

informed by email. 

 

The Publication of the approved articles by the Editorial Board and/or Referees Board 

https://www.juruadocs.com/


 

does not depend on the presence of the authors in the Symposium. 

 

NOTE: The journal Revista Internacional CONSINTER de Direito is indexed on national 

and international databases, such as Scielo Portugal (in process), Google Scholar, 

Latindex, REDIB, DOAJ, CAPES, LivRe, Diadorim, Sumários.org, Cite Factor, Tribunal 

Superior Eleitoral and Rede Virtual de Bibliotecas Integradas (RVBI) and Crossref 

member. 
 

8. DEADLINES 

The full texts of the articles must be sent to the following email: contato@consinter.org  

a) Until May 31, 2021; 

b) Until June 30, 2021 

c) Until July 31, 2021 - Last Call 

NOTE.: Papers approved for CONSINTER publications, may be presented orally at the 

CONSINTER International Law Symposium and would be published on future 

CONSINTER official publications. 

a) Until the Online Symposium from October 18 to 22, 2021: the submitted papers 

will entitle participation on the online event (however, without the possibility of 

oral presentation, since there will be no timely manner for the text evaluation) and, 

if approved by the Referees Board, the papers will be included on CONSINTER 

future official publications. 

9. NOTIFICATION OF APPROVAL 

The decision by the CONSINTER Editorial Board on the approval or rejection of the 
articles submitted will be reported directly to the author by email. 

10. REQUIREMENTS 

a) The submission of the scientific work for analysis is conditioned to the 

subscriptions’ confirmation of all authors and co-authors. 

b) Only articles approved by CONSINTER Editorial Board/Referees Board will be 

published. 

11. ONLINE ORAL PRESENTATION  

 

a. All duly registered articles may be presented: 

 

➢ Until April 30, 2021, in the 1st call and approved for Publication in one of 

CONSINTER’s official works; 

➢ Until July 31, 2021, in this Notice and approved for Publication in one of 

CONSINTER’s official works; 

 

They may be presented orally during the event by the author/co-author at no additional 

cost, upon request and confirmation to the following email: contato@consinter.org  

 

mailto:contato@consinter.org
mailto:contato@consinter.org


 

b. The number of presentations shall be limited, and the selection shall be in 

the order of application/confirmation of attendance, which shall be at the 

discretion of the event organization. 

 

c. After confirming presence for the article oral presentation, exchanges in 

date and time will not be permitted. 

 

d. The presentation timing will be subjected to alterations which may vary 

according to the number of applicants registered for the event or to the 

organization criterion. 

 

e. The presentations shall be exclusively oral, and audiovisual equipment is 

NOT allowed. 

 

NOTE: The entrants duly enrolled on 2021 Notice 1, who have their papers approved, 

shall have the right to present their articles online orally with no additional charges. 

 

12. CERTIFICATIONS AND DECLARATIONS OF ARTICLE 

ACCEPTANCE 

 

a) Certificates: 

The University shall issue certificates to the authors who present the scientific article and 

sent it to them by email. 

b) Declarations: 

The declaration of acceptance of the scientific article will be issued, as long as the article 

is approved, by CONSINTER, upon request to the email contato@consinter.org  

13. REGISTRATION 

a) For payment in foreign currency, check trading day. 

b) Check the deadlines to send the articles to be submitted. 

c) The registration payment, by authors and co-authors, is mandatory and will 

confer the right to the article evaluation. 

d) The article submission date is subject to the registration date of the author 

(s). In case of articles sent after the deadline in which the author made the 

registration, the difference between the article registration and submission dates 

shall be charged; (Item valid for promotional values under phone call). 

e) Co-written articles will be accepted as long as they are appropriately 

subscribed, being allowed a maximum of 3 (three) co-authors by article. 

f) We inform you that the CONSINTER does not refund payments made, 

even when the CONSINTER Editorial Board has not accepted the articles. 

14. REGISTRATION FEES 

a) Until May 31, 2021, BRL 990.00 (nine hundred and ninety Brazilian Reais) 

mailto:contato@consinter.org


 

b) Until June 30, 2021, BRL 1,090.00 (one thousand and ninety Brazilian Reais) 

c) Until July 31, 2021, BRL 1,190.00 (one thousand and one hundred and ninety 

Brazilian Reais) 

d) Until October 18, 2021, BRL 1,190.00 (one thousand and one hundred and 

ninety Brazilian Reais). However, the article may not be presented. 

e) BRL 690.00 (six hundred and ninety Brazilian Reais) for registration without 

article submission made until the event date.  

 

NOTE: The date of submission of the article is conditioned on the author’s date of 

registration. In the case of articles sent after the deadline, in which the author has 

made the registration, the difference between the paper application and 

submission dates shall be charged. 

15. ABOUT THE PUBLICATIONS 

The framework of the evaluated and accepted articles for the purpose of publication in 

Europe by the Editorial Juruá Ltda., and in Brazil by Juruá Ltda, will follow the following 

criteria: 

I. FOR THE JOURNAL REVISTA INTERNACIONAL CONSINTER 

DE DIREITO 

According to the requirements of national and international agencies of investigation and 
teaching that evaluate the investigative and academic activity of Post-Graduation, the 
CONSINTER Executive Coordination, at the best of their judgment, will select a certain 
number of articles approved that will be awarded the Publication in the Journal Revista 
Internacional do CONSINTER de Direito, with ISSN from Portugal. Also: 

a) For each paper selected for the journal Revista Internacional do CONSINTER 

de Direito, a number of the specific and individual register in the DOI (Digital 

Object Identifier) system will be assigned. 

b) A register in the DOI (Digital Object Identifier) system will also be assigned 

to the journal Revista Internacional do CONSINTER de Direito. 

c) All articles published in the “Revista Internacional do CONSINTER de 

Direito” will be made available, free of charge, on the Editorial Juruá website.  

d) The journal Revista Internacional CONSINTER de Direito is indexed on 

national and international databases, such as Google Scholar, Scielo Portugal (in 

process) Latindex, REDIB, DOAJ, CAPES, LivRe, Diadorim, Sumários.org, Cite 

Factor, Tribunal Superior Eleitoral and Rede Virtual de Bibliotecas Integradas 

(RVBI) and Crossref member. 

NOTE 1: In the face of the technical rules, for the journal qualification, only the articles 
approved in which a least one of the authors and/or author has a doctorate will be selected 
for the journal Revista Internacional CONSINTER de Direito. The articles duly approved 
that do not fulfill this requirement will be published in the Book of CONSINTER Direito 
e Justiça. 

NOTE 2: The Organizing Committee will be in charge of the nomination and the issue 

https://revistaconsinter.com/en/edicoes-anteriores/


 

of the journal Revista Internacional CONSINTER de Direito or of the CONSINTER book 
of Direito e Justiça in which the approved article will be authorized for Publication. 

II. FOR THE BOOK OF CONSINTER: DIREITO E JUSTIÇA 

The other articles approved will be awarded the Publication in the book of CONSINTER 
Direito e Justiça, generating 03 distinct editions: 02 editions in Brazil (one digital and the 
other printed - ISBN/Brazil) and 01 international printed edition (ISBN/Portugal). 

16. RULES — THE ARTICLES SENT MUST FULFILL THE 
FOLLOWING CRITERIA: 

a) For the article, it is mandatory the adoption of the European Union's Institutional 
Writing Code (Umberto Eco/EU norm) standards - see item 16. This system is similar to 
the ABNT norms; however, the use becomes easier (all tabs are comma) and only 
highlights in italics, never in bold. 

b) Be original (not published in books, specialized journals or in the press in general) and 
present technical–legal property; national and international relevance of the theme 
approached, wording fluency, grammar correction and respect to the ethical and scientific 
aspects. 

Note: The texts inserted in documents of restrict circulation at universities will be 
considered original. 

c) Have been produced by students and/or professors of Lato Sensu and/or Stricto Sensu 
PostGraduation courses, or by Masters, Doctors and Post-Doctors.  

d) Works in co-authorship will be accepted, up to the maximum of 3 participants properly 
registered. 

e) Be identified with one of the criteria of classification to be informed in public notice, 
see item 3; 

f) The author (s) that submit the same scientific article (with the same title and content or 
only having the title changed) for more than one of the fields of Law above mentioned, 
will have both scientific articles automatically eliminated from the evaluation. 

g) The text must contain a minimum of 15 and a maximum of 25 pages; 

h) The pages must be numbered; 

i) Be submitted in Word format in two distinct files, one with and the other without 
identification, both complete; 

j) For the file without identification it is important for the author to make sure that, in the 
content of the article to be evaluated, there is no information that makes it possible to 



 

identify the author or the Institution they are directly or indirectly bound to; 

k) The text must comply with the following characteristics: Times New Roman font; body 
12; justified alignment, without syllable separation; 1.5 spacing between lines; 1.5 cm 
paragraph; do not put special spacing before or after each paragraph; 3 cm for top and left 
margins, 2 cm for bottom and right; on A4 size paper; explanatory footnotes on the same 
page where the reference is cited and the References must follow the Technical Standards 
of the European Union Institutional Writing Code (Norma Umberto Eco/EU) - see item 
17; 

l) The text must contain: 

• Title in two languages, one of which must be in English; 

• Summary to be indicated following the presentation of the title; 

• Abstract (between 100 and 250 words - peremptorily with 02 languages), one in 

Portuguese or Spanish and the other necessarily in English; 

• Keywords (between 3 and 10 words) must be indicated in two languages, being an 

absolute indication in the English language. 

Examples: 

• If written in Portuguese: the Abstract and the Key words must be written in 

Portuguese and in English. 

• If written in Spanish: the Abstract and the Key words must be written in Spanish and in 

English. 

• If written in English: the Abstract and the Key words must be written in English and in 

Portuguese. 

m) The author must indicate both in the abstract and the introduction: 

• Hypothesis; 

• Methodology used; 

• Results achieved. 

• In the final considerations, indicate the results achieved. 

n) The article must be corrected grammatically; 

o) English articles have priority in analysis and publication, as long as one of the authors 
has a Ph.D.; 

p) For every title, subtitle, all of them aligned on the left, there must be a corresponding 
text; 

q) The text must be written in a clear and objective way, avoiding long-winded and 
strenuous paragraphs, giving priority to sentences in the direct order, such as: subject – 
predicate – complement; 

r) Texts with figures, illustrations and/or photographs will not be accepted, except for 
graphs and tables which are indispensable for the understanding of the work, and 

compatible with black and white printing, being prohibited the use of graphs and tables 
if originated from a third party; 



 

s) The author's qualification must be in a footnote and contain: 

• maximum 4 lines; 

• mandatorily indicate the email address of the author (s). 

• show the academic background of the authors at the last levels 

• inform the name of the Higher Education Institution to which he/she is linked, when 

applicable, indicating the zip code, city, state, and country of that Institution. 

• inform the ORCID number. 

t) The text must be accompanied by the copyright form – according to the model 
attachment and/or available in the site; 

u) All the articles must be accompanied by the proof of payment of each author and 
coauthor’s registration. 

v) Noting that CONSINTER is a non-profit institution, the value of the 
registration/submission subsidizes the publication of articles in the Revista Internacional 
CONSINTER de Direito. The submission/registration fee is individual and exclusive for 
each author. Therefore, each author must register and pay his/her respective fee. Ex: For 
the inclusion of an article in co-authorship with the two authors – it is necessary the 
registration and payment of the fee for each one of the authors; 

w) An author may send as many articles as he/she wishes, but he/she must pay the 
registration/submission fee for each one; 

x) Observing the qualification rules, only one article from each author may be released 
for publication in the Revista Internacional CONSINTER de Direito. In case of approval 
of two or more articles by the same author for the Journal, the evaluation committee, at 
its best judgment, will choose one for publication in the Journal and the others will be 
directed for release in the Law and Justice book or in the next issues of the Journal. 
 

 

→ Articles that do not comply with the above standards shall 

be disqualified 
 

17. ABOUT THE SYSTEMS TO INDICATE THE SOURCES OF CITATIONS 
→ ATTENTION TO THE NEW SYSTEM ADOPTED 
 

For indicating the sources of the citations, the articles must adopt the European Union’s 

Institutional Drafting Code standards (Umberto Eco/EU norm). 

 

General rules: 

- All elements must be separated only by a comma. 

- Features highlighted with an asterisk are mandatory. 

 

1. Book 

 



 

1) * LAST NAME (in small caps) and Author’s First Name (s), 

2) * Title and subtitle of the book (in italics), 

3) («Collection»), 

4) * Edition number, if there are several, 

5) * Location, 

6) * Publisher, 

7) * Year. 

8) Possible data from the most recent edition. 

9) Number of pages and the potential number of volumes of which the work is 

composed. 

10) * Translation. 

 

Example: 

a) in the reference list 

MOLINA DEL POZO, Carlos, Prácticas de Derecho de la Unión Europea, Curitiba, Juruá, 

2019. 

 

b) in the footnotes 

MOLINA DEL POZO, Carlos, Prácticas de Derecho de la Unión Europea, Curitiba, Juruá, 

2019, pp. 22-23. 

 

2. Book chapter 

 

1) * LAST NAME (in small caps) and Author’s First Name (s), 

2) * Title of Chapter or Essay (in quotes), 

3) * in  

4) * Last NAME (in small caps) and the Organizer’s First Name (s), org., 

5) * Title of the Collective Work (in italics), 

6) * volume (if applicable), 

7) * Place, Publisher, date, pages. 

 

Example: 

a) in the reference list 

VISENTINI, Paulo Fagundes, “A Inserção da China na Ásia e a Transformação Estratégica 

da Região” in PROCÓPIO, Argemiro, org., O Século da China, Curitiba, Juruá, 2010. 

 

b) in the footnotes 

VISENTINI, Paulo Fagundes, “A Inserção da China na Ásia e a Transformação Estratégica 

da Região” in PROCÓPIO, Argemiro, org., O Século da China, Curitiba, Juruá, 2010, pp. 

14-15. 

3. Journal Article 

 

1) * LAST NAME (in small caps) and Author’s First Name (s), 

2) * “Title of Article or Chapter” (in quotes), 

3) * Journal Title (in italics), 

4) * volume and issue number, 

5) * date, 

6) * page range. 

 

 



 

Example: 

a) in the reference list 

VELÁZQUEZ, Victor Hugo Tejerina, “Alguns Aspectos da Função Social da Propriedade 

no Novo Código Civil”, Revista Autônoma de Direito Privado, vol. 1, set. 2006, pp. 45-

86. 

 

b) in the footnotes 

VELÁZQUEZ, Victor Hugo Tejerina, “Alguns Aspectos da Função Social da Propriedade 

no Novo Código Civil”, Revista Autônoma de Direito Privado, vol. 1, set. 2006, p. 52. 

 

Umberto Eco/EU Standard 

Reference: ECO, Umberto, Como Se Faz Uma Tese Em Ciências Humanas, 13rd ed., 

Barcarena, Editorial Presença, 2007. Trad. Ana Falcão Bassos e Luís Leitão. pp. 101-

102. 

 

Following the reference of Norma Umberto Eco/UE 

Referência: ECO, Umberto, Como Se Faz Uma Tese Em Ciências Humanas, 13ª ed., 

Barcarena, Editorial Presença, 2007. Trad. Ana Falcão Bassos e Luís Leitão, pp. 101-

102. 

18. ABOUT THE ARTICLE REVIEW 

The CONSINTER Editorial Board analyzes the scientific articles, formed only by 
renowned Doctors and Post-Doctors, jurists, Brazilian, and foreigners, especially invited. 
The scientific papers will be evaluated by the double-blind review system, in which two 
CONSINTER members of the board will determine the works without any authorship 
identification. The assessment of scientific articles by anonymous authors guarantees the 
impartiality of judgment and decreases subjectivity and ideological preferences. This 
way, authors must avoid direct references to themselves and citations that make it possible 
to extract its authorship from the reading of the text. 

If the scientific article is accepted by one of the CONSINTER members and failed by 
another, the text, at the Director Council suggestion, can be subjected to a third-party 
assessment. 

a) The content of the scientific articles is the authors’ full responsibility, and 
after subjected to assessment, cannot go through any changes or replacements, 
except if requested by the Editorial Board; 

b) Plagiarism or the insertion of verbatim copies are not allowed. 

19. EVALUATION CRITERIA 

The evaluation will follow the following criteria: 

a) Pertinence, timeliness, and originality of the theme chosen; 

b) Depth in the approach of the theme chosen; 

c) Appropriate methodology for the development of the theme chosen; 

d) Novelty brought by the approach; 

e) Wording quality; 

f) Compliance with the rules provided in the Notice; 

g) Adequacy of the article to the scope and focus proposed by the Symposium; 

h) Pertinence of the title to the content proposed by the author; 



 

i) Pertinence of the abstract when describing the aim, theoretical background, 

methodology, the main results, and conclusions; 

j) Text structure; 

k) Aims; 

l) Theoretical background; 

m) Results/ Discussion; 

n) Final considerations or conclusion; 

o) Merit; 

p) Significant contribution of the work to knowledge advancement; 
 

Each one of the criteria above indicated will be measured considering the following 
variables: 

a) Inadequate. 

b) Regular. 

c) Good. 

d) Excellent. 
 

Regarding the principle of impartiality, the decision by the CONSINTER Editorial Board 
is sovereign and confidential. 

 

20. USE AS BIBLIOGRAPHY 

a) The more than 300 scientific articles, published in previous editions of the 

CONSINTER International Law Magazine, are freely available on the CONSINTER 

page. 

 

a) b) The JURUADOCS Platform is continuously updated.  

c) Books by Juruá Editora on the website www.jurua.com.br, the most extensive legal 

and vertical catalog in Brazil: 

➢ 01 free E-book every day that Juruá Editora makes available free of charge 

for limited period of time; 

➢ Acquiring the pages of the work that interests you through the Virtual Library 

(VL); 

➢ Purchasing works by Juruá Editora at a discount: 

➢ 40% if you are already an author of CONSINTER or Juruá Editora by calling 

+55 (41) 4009 3909 or by emailing rose@jurua.com.br; 

➢ 10% with promotional code CONSINTER10. 

IMPORTANT: 

For articles in English, provided that written by a Ph.D., see special conditions. Send an 

email to contato@consinter.org  
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